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Children’s bedrooms are meant to be many things:  
a place to play, a spot to daydream, a cozy nook  
to rest peacefully. Here, we’ve rounded up three  
of our favourites that are very different in terms of 
look and colour scheme but very much the same 
when it comes to injecting loads of personality.  
Think stripes – big, bold, colourful stripes! 
producer catherine therrien  |  TexT Jennifer hughes

C renro
no 1  feeling blue  |  no 2  tickled pink  |  no 3  mellow yellow
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In what must have been a feat of patience and restraint, Toronto  
designer Meredith Heron waited until her son, Luke, was nearly two years 

old before she decorated his nursery. “By then, he had a personality and  
I knew what would suit him,” explains Meredith. She treated the nursery’s 

main wall with wide horizontal stripes in deep indigo and creamy  
white. “I’m a bit obsessed with horizontal stripes,” she says. Obsession  
aside, the stripes serve a purpose in the small seven-by-10-foot space.  

“They create depth and make the room look bigger,” says Meredith.  
The handsome result – much like its occupant – was worth the wait. 

a small chest of 
drawers serves as a 
change table, with 
floating shelves above 
for holding baskets  
of baby essentials and 
playful accessories. 
White wooden blinds 
with contrasting black 
tape and lined drapes 
help darken the room 

for nap time. favourite 
stuffed animals include 
a sock monkey made 
by luke’s aunt and a 
bunny that belonged 
to his older sister. 

deSIGN, meredith heron 
Design, meredithheron.
com; LeTTer W, flik  
by Design; crIB SHeeT,  
Pottery Barn Kids.

the palette

seed Pearl 27-32 WALL 
pAINT, Pratt & lambert 
Paints, prattandlambert.com. 

mistral c2-486 
WALL pAINT, c2 
paint, c2paint.com.

meredith had the bolt of blue plaid fabric sitting 
around for ages and realized the nursery was 
the perfect place to finally use it; she had the 
crib’s skirt and the drapery sewn from it. 

Wide horizontal stripes  
in indigo and white and  
a classic Jenny lind crib 
create a focal point in  
this nursery. homeowner  
and designer meredith  
heron’s mother made the 
crib’s quilt, giving specific 
instructions that it not  
be just for display but 
actually get daily use. 

1no
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“Modern, fresh and fun – that’s the look we were going for,” says 
Cindy Bleeks of Feasby & Bleeks Design in Toronto. She and partner 
Erin Feasby designed this room for a tween girl, incorporating plenty 
of colour, playful patterns, bold gestures and youthful energy. The 
custom headboard in a vibrant pink and green paisley was designed 
to appear large scale in the modest 10-by-10-foot room. “We don’t 
believe in scaling things down for smaller rooms – doing things full 
scale or even oversize helps spaces appear that much larger,” explains 
Erin. Similarly, the horizontal-striped wall makes the room feel wider. 
Modern? Check. Fresh? Check. Fun? Check. 

the palette

deSIGN, feasby & Bleeks Design, 
feasbyandbleeks.com; roMAN 

BLINd & ToSS cuSHIoN 
SeWING, Wesley seto Design; 

pink-trimmed pILLoW SHAMS, 
pink duVeT, green THroW, elte; 

pintucked euro SHAMS, West 
elm; BedSKIrT, serena & lily; 

ArMcHAIr, Barrymore furniture; 
John Derian pouFFe, constantine 

living; peNdANT LIGHT, union 
lighting and furnishings; bird 

ScuLpTure, Putti fine furnish-
ings; Lucy+Trixie ArTWorK (on 
nightstand) by Danielle hession, 

Higher Ground Series #3 ArT-
WorK (above armchair) by 

Danielle hession, art interiors.

the boldly striped wall “draws your eye 
to the longest wall and makes it the focal 
point,” explains designer erin feasby. “it’s 
also a great – and affordable – alternative 
to wallpaper if you want a hit of pattern 
or a splash of colour.”

a riot of pattern in the painted 
striped wall, paisley-covered 
headboard, multi-striped cushions  
and roman blind, graphic drapes 
and large-scale houndstooth  
rug greets this room’s tween  
occupant upon entering. it all 
works seamlessly together  
because the colours don’t stray 
from the cheery kelly green and 
melon pink palette, which is fun 
“but not too sweet,” says erin. 

tickled  
pink2no

style at home colour 
collection Watermelon 
sd031 WALL pAINT, 
beauti-tone paint, 
beauti-tone.ca.

style at home colour 
collection Paperwhite sD036 
WALL pAINT, Beauti-tone 
Paint, beauti-tone.ca.

decorating | kids’ bedrooms

style at home colour 
collection tea rose sD032 
WALL pAINT, Beauti-tone 
Paint, beauti-tone.ca.

the Bergère chair’s 
bright green frame 
provides “an instant 
update to a traditional 
piece,” says designer 
cindy Bleeks. 
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the palette

stonington gray 
hc-170 WALL pAINT, 
Benjamin moore, 
benjaminmoore.ca.

Decorators White 
cc-20 WALL pAINT, 
Benjamin moore, 
benjaminmoore.ca.

furnishings were kept to a minimum to allow 
for an uncluttered look and preserve floor 
space for play. a modern crib, a comfy rocking 
chair and a simple dresser were all that were 
needed to make the room functional. 

the varied width of 
the vertical stripes  
on the wall creates  
a focal point in the 
room and mimics  
the bars on the crib. 
conveniently, the  
crib can convert into  
a regular bed as baby 
grows. Bedding and 
drapes in a grey and 
yellow geometric 
floral print were sewn 
by a close friend of 
the homeowner. the 
sunburst mirror adds 
sparkle and glam.

mellow  
yellow

Although Calgary decorator Alykhan Velji was given free rein in  
this nursery, there was still a lot to consider. The space needed to be 

gender neutral, be able to grow with the child and be sophisticated 
and whimsical all at once. The palette came together from the grey  
and yellow geometric floral fabric used on the drapery and bedding. 
“I’d been wanting to use the grey and yellow colour combination in  

a space for some time,” says Alykhan. With an eye toward mixing 
patterns, Alykhan had the crib wall painted in a varied vertical  

stripe in grey and white to offer a focal point in the room. 

a low dresser allows 
for a change pad on 
top, with a floating 
shelf above for keeping 
supplies close at hand. 
Pops of bright yellow 
accessories against the 
grey walls add cheer to 
the space. the tufted 
wingback rocker is so 
stylish, it can migrate 
easily to another room 
in the house. 

deSIGN, alykhan Velji  
Designs, alyveljidesigns.
com; yellow and grey  
eileen K. Boyd drAperY 
& BeddING FABrIc,  
Duralee; cozy convertible 
crIB, dreSSer, aP  
industries; empire rocK-
ING cHAIr, nurseryworks; 
grey crIB SHeeT, ruG, 
Dwellstudio; peNdANT 
LIGHT, Barn light electric.

for sources, see 
our WorKBooK

3no
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check out a handsome nursery for a growing 
boy at styleathome.com/nauticalnursery.S@H


